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JAWAHARLAL NEHRU TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY HYDERABAD 

IV B.Tech. II Sem., I Mid-Term Examinations, February-2015 
COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS 

Objective Exam 
Name: ______________________________ Hall Ticket No.  

 
Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1.  In CFD computing time depends on        [ ] 

a) numerical algorithm   b) discretization parameters  c) programming language  d) all the above 
 
2. In hyperbolic partial differential equations the solution is     [ ] 

a) Continuous      b) discontinuous       c) step function      d) none of the above 
 
3.  Explicit Schemes are          [ ] 

a) stable     b) unstable     c) conditionally stable      d) unconditionally stable 
 
4. PSOR stands for          [ ] 

a) point successive over relaxation  b) point standard over relaxation  
c) point standard over retardation   d) none of the above 

 
5.  In finite difference method the space is divided into       [ ] 

a) elements      b) volumes        c) grids           d) nodes 
 
6.  The finite difference expression [f(j+1)-2f(j)+f(j-1)]/h2 is     [ ] 

a) a second order approximation of the first derivative 
b) a second order approximation of the second derivative 
c) first order approximation of the second derivative 
d) first order approximation of the first derivative 

 
7.  Conservation of mass means         [ ] 

a) mass of control volume is always same                     b) rate of mass increase is constant 
c) the volume of control volume is always constant      d) none of the above 

 
8.  For incompressible flows         [ ] 

a) density is always constant     b) the flow is irrotational    
c)mass is conserved    d) pressure is conserved 

 
9.   The finite difference expression [f(j+1)-f(j-1)]/2h      [ ] 

a) second order approximation of the first derivative 
b) second order approximation of the second derivative 
c) first order approximation of the second derivative 
d) first order approximation of the first derivative 

 
10.  Von Nexmann stability uses which series for solution approximation   [ ] 

a) fourier series    b) Taylor series     c) Crank Nicolson series    d) all the above 
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II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11.  In structured mesh each vertex is connected to ______________________ number of lines. 
 
12.  Partial differential equation gives rise to ______________________ equations. 
 
13.  TDMA stands for _______________________ 
 
14.  Central difference method of first derivative is____________________ order accurate. 
 
15.  Convergence of Gauss seidel is _____________________than Jacobi method. 
 
16.  Truncation error tends to zero when step size tends to zero then it is called _____________scheme. 
 
17.  Implicit scheme is _________________ stable. 
 
18.  Compressible flow means________________________ changes are significant. 
 
19.  Forward finite difference approximation of first derivative is_________________ order accurate. 
 
20.  Finite difference method uses __________________________ series for approximation. 
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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1. PSOR stands for          [ ] 

a) point successive over relaxation  b) point standard over relaxation  
c) point standard over retardation   d) none of the above 

 
2.  In finite difference method the space is divided into       [ ] 

a) elements      b) volumes        c) grids           d) nodes 
 
3.  The finite difference expression [f(j+1)-2f(j)+f(j-1)]/h2 is     [ ] 

a) a second order approximation of the first derivative 
b) a second order approximation of the second derivative 
c) first order approximation of the second derivative 
d) first order approximation of the first derivative 

 
4.  Conservation of mass means         [ ] 

a) mass of control volume is always same                     b) rate of mass increase is constant 
c) the volume of control volume is always constant      d) none of the above 

 
5.  For incompressible flows         [ ] 

a) density is always constant     b) the flow is irrotational    
c)mass is conserved    d) pressure is conserved 

 
6.   The finite difference expression [f(j+1)-f(j-1)]/2h      [ ] 

a) second order approximation of the first derivative 
b) second order approximation of the second derivative 
c) first order approximation of the second derivative 
d) first order approximation of the first derivative 

 
7.  Von Nexmann stability uses which series for solution approximation   [ ] 

a) fourier series    b) Taylor series     c) Crank Nicolson series    d) all the above 
 
8.  In CFD computing time depends on        [ ] 

a) numerical algorithm   b) discretization parameters  c) programming language  d) all the above 
 
9. In hyperbolic partial differential equations the solution is     [ ] 

a) Continuous      b) discontinuous       c) step function      d) none of the above 
 
10.  Explicit Schemes are          [ ] 

a) stable     b) unstable     c) conditionally stable      d) unconditionally stable 
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II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11.  Implicit scheme is _________________ stable. 
 
12.  Compressible flow means________________________ 
 
13.  Forward finite difference approximation of first derivative_________________ order accurate. 
 
14.  Finite difference method uses __________________________ series for approximation. 
 
15.  In structured mesh each vertex is connected ______________________ number of lines. 
 
16.  Partial differential equation gives rise to ______________________ equations. 
 
17.  TDMA stands for _______________________ 
 
18.  Central difference method of first derivative is____________________ order accurate. 
 
19.  Order convergence of Gauss seidel is _____________________than Jacobi method. 
 
20.  Truncation error tends to zero when step size tends to zero then it is called _____________scheme. 
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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1.  The finite difference expression [f(j+1)-2f(j)+f(j-1)]/h2 is     [ ] 

a) a second order approximation of the first derivative 
b) a second order approximation of the second derivative 
c) first order approximation of the second derivative 
d) first order approximation of the first derivative 

 
2.  Conservation of mass means         [ ] 

a) mass of control volume is always same                     b) rate of mass increase is constant 
c) the volume of control volume is always constant      d) none of the above 

 
3.  For incompressible flows         [ ] 

a) density is always constant     b) the flow is irrotational    
c)mass is conserved    d) pressure is conserved 

 
4.   The finite difference expression [f(j+1)-f(j-1)]/2h      [ ] 

a) second order approximation of the first derivative 
b) second order approximation of the second derivative 
c) first order approximation of the second derivative 
d) first order approximation of the first derivative 

 
5.  Von Nexmann stability uses which series for solution approximation   [ ] 

a) fourier series    b) Taylor series     c) Crank Nicolson series    d) all the above 
 
6.  In CFD computing time depends on        [ ] 

a) numerical algorithm   b) discretization parameters  c) programming language  d) all the above 
 
7. In hyperbolic partial differential equations the solution is     [ ] 

a) Continuous      b) discontinuous       c) step function      d) none of the above 
 
8.  Explicit Schemes are          [ ] 

a) stable     b) unstable     c) conditionally stable      d) unconditionally stable 
 
9. PSOR stands for          [ ] 

a) point successive over relaxation  b) point standard over relaxation  
c) point standard over retardation   d) none of the above 

 
10.  In finite difference method the space is divided into       [ ] 

a) elements      b) volumes        c) grids           d) nodes 
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II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11.  Forward finite difference approximation of first derivative_________________ order accurate. 
 
12.  Finite difference method uses __________________________ series for approximation. 
 
13.  In structured mesh each vertex is connected ______________________ number of lines. 
 
14.  Partial differential equation gives rise to ______________________ equations. 
 
15.  TDMA stands for _______________________ 
 
16.  Central difference method of first derivative is____________________ order accurate. 
 
17.  Order convergence of Gauss seidel is _____________________than Jacobi method. 
 
18.  Truncation error tends to zero when step size tends to zero then it is called _____________scheme. 
 
19.  Implicit scheme is _________________ stable. 
 
20.  Compressible flow means________________________ 
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Answer All Questions. All Questions Carry Equal Marks. Time: 20 Min. Marks: 10. 
 
I. Choose the correct alternative: 
 
1.  For incompressible flows         [ ] 

a) density is always constant     b) the flow is irrotational    
c)mass is conserved    d) pressure is conserved 

 
2.   The finite difference expression [f(j+1)-f(j-1)]/2h      [ ] 

a) second order approximation of the first derivative 
b) second order approximation of the second derivative 
c) first order approximation of the second derivative 
d) first order approximation of the first derivative 

 
3.  Von Nexmann stability uses which series for solution approximation   [ ] 

a) fourier series    b) Taylor series     c) Crank Nicolson series    d) all the above 
 
4.  In CFD computing time depends on        [ ] 

a) numerical algorithm   b) discretization parameters  c) programming language  d) all the above 
 
5. In hyperbolic partial differential equations the solution is     [ ] 

a) Continuous      b) discontinuous       c) step function      d) none of the above 
 
6.  Explicit Schemes are          [ ] 

a) stable     b) unstable     c) conditionally stable      d) unconditionally stable 
 
7. PSOR stands for          [ ] 

a) point successive over relaxation  b) point standard over relaxation  
c) point standard over retardation   d) none of the above 

 
8.  In finite difference method the space is divided into       [ ] 

a) elements      b) volumes        c) grids           d) nodes 
 
9.  The finite difference expression [f(j+1)-2f(j)+f(j-1)]/h2 is     [ ] 

a) a second order approximation of the first derivative 
b) a second order approximation of the second derivative 
c) first order approximation of the second derivative 
d) first order approximation of the first derivative 

 
10.  Conservation of mass means         [ ] 

a) mass of control volume is always same                     b) rate of mass increase is constant 
c) the volume of control volume is always constant      d) none of the above 
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II Fill in the Blanks: 
 
11.  In structured mesh each vertex is connected ______________________ number of lines. 
 
12.  Partial differential equation gives rise to ______________________ equations. 
 
13.  TDMA stands for _______________________ 
 
14.  Central difference method of first derivative is____________________ order accurate. 
 
15.  Order convergence of Gauss seidel is _____________________than Jacobi method. 
 
16.  Truncation error tends to zero when step size tends to zero then it is called _____________scheme. 
 
17.  Implicit scheme is _________________ stable. 
 
18.  Compressible flow means________________________ 
 
19.  Forward finite difference approximation of first derivative_________________ order accurate. 
 
20.  Finite difference method uses __________________________ series for approximation. 
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